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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Gerónimo Benítez has contributed to the dictionary with 3 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small
book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to
visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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entenado
Stepchild is the son of a subsequent marriage, the same father or mother, but with different father and/or mother. The
succession follows the blood, if it is of the same blood ( concerning the father or mother ) you have rights, but does not
have them with respect to those they had in the previous marriage.34 Terms is used in the Martin fierro; there are no
sons district " but it is concerned that there is no privilegeados.Previous concepts are wrong I am lawyer and Professor
of law.

entenado
I explain better. A marriage Oscar and Lore are married, have two sons Fernando and Adriana.Muere Oscar ( or Lore )
and he becomes remarried. Oscar is married to María and two children Jorge and Liliana.Cualquiera would say that
Jorge and Liliana are half-brothers of Fernanda and Adriana ( NO NO are brothers or half-brothers ) THEY ARE
DISTRICT.The district are the descendants of the same father different mother or same father different mother.Non-pure
blood with the previous brothers and are called that way. DOES THIS CLEAR?

entenado
the stepchild is the son of a subsequent marriage with respect to the children of the first marriage. It is not the same
blood, it is the same father or mother, but not the former. It's that simple, told erroneously half-brothers that
algunasveces grow up together.


